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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Africa is mostly a rural continent, with agriculture as its
primary economic base. The subsistence small farmers, many of whom
are women, illiterate and poor, make significant contribution to
agriculture, especially its food sub-sector. It is their combined
effort and aggregate productivity which sustains the national
economies. And yet they continue to be discriminated.

Development requires, inter aliar that economic growth be

broadly based, offering equitable opportunities to all to
participate fully. The current socio-economic crisis is largely a
reflection of the failure of the region to accord priority to the
development of the rural sector and its consequent deterioration.
The process of recovery and self-reliant development of Africa,
with people's participation will, therefore, have to start with
rural transformation.

Rural transformation, at least at its initial stage, has to be
credit financed. But, poverty has forced many rural people into
debt trap in which they will remain for all their lives if no

remedial action is taken. Institutional credit is a vital element
of this action. Majority of the existing banking institutions in
Africa as of now are urban based and their services hardly reach
the rural poor. Their branch network and modes of operation have
tended to siphon off resources from rural areas to support urban
based commerce and industry. The lengthy bureaucratic procedures
and insistence on tangible collateral have also created serious
obstacles to rural poor to obtain credit for raising their
productivity and income.

Various rural credit schemes have been tried in several
African countries. These have all had some merits, but the schemes
have not provided satisfactory solutions to the problems associated
with rural poverty and low productivity. There is, therefore, the
need for an innovative institutional approach to rural credit,
which will enable the disadvantaged segment of the rural population
to actively participate in their own development.

Hence the main objective of this report is to propose a

methodology by which an innovative formal financial institution
could be organised at the grassroots level, to provide credit
without collateral to the rural poor, recognising their existing
limitations. The report focusses on organising the disadvantaged
rural people into purposive income-generating viable target groups.
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such an approach are:

(i) access to credit by those, who did notr in effect, have
such an institutional facility in the past;

(ii) participation of the (i) above in the process of recovery
and self-reliant development of Africa;

(iii) realisation of their potential P
restoration of confidence, solidarity and

fiv) near total recovery of loan by installing discipline
among illiterate borrowers through group pressure;

(v) reduction in operation cost and

(vi) supervision, monitoring and evaluation.

in addition to recognising the need for i^
Policy rramework supportive of rural development

Guarantors- formation of small groups; close and cross supervision
of loan utilization of group members; compulsory saving and group
durance schemes against death and ^^Mlity; and vigorous
practical training of potential borrowers and credxt officials.

The following major recommendations emerge from the report:

(i) African Government may consider declaring their
unequivocal support to rural credit institutions and
their role in rural development by advocating the rural
credit without collateral philosophy ».political i=.rena
banking community, the rural area and the society at

large;

(ii) The existing financial systems which deny access of? rural
people to institutional credit through the demand of
collateral should be modified for extending innovative

credit to the rural poor;

11
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(iii) Legal system and custom which require provision of credit
to women to be co-signed by their husbands or male family
heads or deny women<s ownership of land, should be
amended so that women can get credit on their own right;

(iv) Governments should encourage greater competition in the
rural financial market so as to induce credit
institutions to be more efficient and market-oriented
than they are now and also to protect the interest of
their clients. The setting of a realistic margin between
interest revenue and interest cost would be an incentive
to encourage credit institutions to enter the rural
finance market;

(v) The separation of promotional and supervisory functions
is also recommended. Both functions could be more
effectively executed with greater regional
decentralization than at present. The member States
should clarify the roles of the different government and
non-governmental organizations promoting and supporting
rural credit programmes, The roles of these
organizations should be clearly defined to avoid
conflict, duplication and waste of scarce resources.
They have to be provided with the necessary physical,
financial and human resources to enable them perform
their tasks more efficiently;

(vi) Although professional bankers' knowledge is important for
the efficient operation of rural development credit
schemes, this is not currently as lacking in the rural
areas as their openness to understand and appreciate the
socio-cultural milieu, and, an ability to operate in the
informal sector. As promoters of rural development
credit schemes, Governments should actively support both
the "financial" and "social" components of training of
bank personnel and of prospective rural borrowers;

(vii) in the light of the afore-mentioned, it is strongly
recommended that the member States give ECA mandate to
secure funds to establish pilot rural credit schemes to
provide credit to target groups without collateral, to
enable them to engage in income-generating activities
and, thus, raise production and rural income. such
schemes, if properly and imaginatively implemented,
should graduate into full fledged rural banks, if
experience in a very poor country in another region, is
any guide. '
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such an approach are:

(i) access to credit by those who did not In .«•*, have
such an institutional facility in the past,

ssssss
(iv) near total recovery of loan by instal1nlinnl?es^ret

among illiterate borrowers through group pressure,

(v) reduction in operation cost and

(vi) supervision, monitoring and evaluation,

in addition to recognising the need ^institutingin ^s^^

Policy framework ^PP^V^cfors^essential FZ^ the successful

tSSK orp^ntfaTbVrowerV^Sit officials.

The following major recommendations emerge from the report:

111
large;

coflaleral should be modified for extending
credit to the rural poor;
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

Background

mum
low productivit^e^

find o^o^vLriitlL6 ra°ndtly £™\ Wh° -haVe. ^° le*al title to

t- 2-JSSfSirSfiisssris ssss a



innovative lending schemes to reach people ^ ^he ^sroots
level. 4/ The usual • reasons • "f^lj™ provide acceptable
tangible fixed assets ™**h?™*™ft£i£toPlL plight of the
collateral. Because of this insensiti.vx*** * improvement

producers

fully recognizing their existing limitations

scope of frh«* Report

States.

and operational
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'^i f? d*sc,uss the proposals in the report. Because
or vital financial and other enpiA-D^K«™^ j_j__ ■
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SECTION II

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR ORGANISING RURAL CREDIT SCHEME

facilities and potential capacity ^u y DOtential has not

transformation ^£*^g™«£L ?"oK\e conduits

finance industry and commerce. In some ^l^™™™^'* End

credit services, although they ^°nstlt™^ ^ent of the African
the African population. About 70 per cent

population live in the rural areas.8/

IMMHBHproduction and consumption needs, they can sell tneir proa

■I
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removed, the rural poor stand a good chance of expanding their
^~cbase and contributing to rural development through lapital

"1 ^nreStment• A number of strategies9 could be
rUral Pe°Ple- °ne pragmatic and tested
thS ^arget group ti tii

? PP °ne pragmatic and tested

in £k?L £Lfo **** thS ^arget groups aotive Participants both
L E£ 2 tV"? in saving up on an itittili

^g gp aotive Participants both
2 tV? saving up on an institutionalised basis.
k Z dB^Vet from such composite arrangement have been
by Von Pischkes who stated that:

if;=*"Lin!^ng .f5edit access to the existence of a deposit
relationship with the borrower or prospective borrower is a useful
device from several points of view. it gives the potential

redu^r^"?^ *ncentive to accumulate deposit balances It
reduces the lender's risk in two ways: the first is that savings

^n£!n S "^ bS USed tO Secure loans' and the seco"d is that ?he
lender acquires more knowledge of his customers by dealing

^^^^^^^ lf the °^ "Ltlokhip werl

?»^i entrepreneurs, must be provided with packages of credit and

fZ i.! nf °lh6rt' This ,could be done through creation offinancial infrastructure suited to their needs.
infrastructure should be capable of: »«eus.p f:

providing avenues for mobilization of financial resources in
the rural areas as a first step in developing formal rural
borrower and lender relationship.

b. channelling mobilized resources into viable rural credit
schemes to benefit enterprises in the various sectors of the
rural economy without insisting on fixed assets as collateral?

c. contributing to the creation and expansion of financial

?IfMmar3VetS ;? *!■ tO lead to active improvement in
J^^' supply of goods and SGrvices and

institutions that Perf°™ these functions and whose
T011 **? ?°°r' Wh° are -truggling for economic

a baSXC Pre-requisite and thus a crucial
n~—"* »**"™P development, with se -
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Target Population and Target Groups

17. The primary objective of an innovative rural financial service
is to improve the living conditions of the rural people through
iLome4lneraeting activities. Identification of the target group
in various African countries however could be determined according
to the prevailing socio-economic conditions in each ^nj?*- <£?
criterion that may be applied is the ^«««e/a.Bet of the rural
household.10/ The target grouping should be based on groups
which are homogeneous with respect to such factors as to type of
activity, economic situation and savings capacity. They could be
small farmers, fishermen, proprietors of small scale en^P^S
involved in raising livestock, handicrafts, retail trade, and agro-
processing enterprises in the rural areas, and employees of_such
enterprises. Sub-groups, within major groups may be based on
social norms or religious beliefs so that traditional demands could
be taken Tnto consideration. Differentiating the rural people
accordinq to target groups is important for the success of a rural
credit scheme, because various groups have different demands for
financial services and differing financial potentials.

18. The organization of such population into target groups would
serve a number of purposes. Firstly, it will give individuals a
measure of personal security and confidence to take risk and take
initiative. Secondly, formal groups will enable the rural poor to
transform their individual weaknesses into collective strength and
thus exert pressure against local centres of power. Thirdly,
groups will be the main vehicles for members* participation in the
activities of rural savings and credit schemes. Fourthly, the
groups will act as source of social pressure on members to fulfill
their obligations and to encourage them to discard undesirable
traditional attitude and oppose anti-social but entrench^customs
and practices. Fifthly, groups will provide the necessary

organizational support for the launching of ne"J^^s?*
economic, social and cultural activities. \sense of healthy
rivalry and competition among them will spur each to a higher level

of perfonaance.il/

19. A number of methods could then be used to expose the groups or
the rural people to the opportunities available and the services or
products offered by financial institutions.12/ Accessibility
may mean that in those rural areas, where no financial institutions
exist attempts should be made at establishing them. In those areas
where rural financial institutions already exist, they are to be
motivated rather than directed to respond to the needs of tne
poorer segments of the population. But experience has shown that
in spite of their willingness to respond to directives existing
financial institutions' responses do not measure up to expectation
or meet sufficiently the needs of the target groups. Their
responses do not vary much from their time honoured practices. The
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b-

shoula

the fora of credit to^the ^ ^\.P P }atl°n and cha™el them
e i f i "°« *?<£?*?**• *? t

a of credit tothe ^ ^\.
more income flows and more savings "°« ?<£-??* ? ate
mobilize savings themselves thev wo^rt nn , RC.lal institutions
state subsidies or tl' i?^ n°lon9er h t d
mobilize savings themselves thev wo^rt nn , .lal institutions
state subsidies or external' finane,?n^ n°.lon9er have to depend on

created a

condition for
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SECTION III

RELEVANCE OF THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK TO

AFRICA'S RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT

22. The importance of rural development to African economies,
which are predominantly rural, has been reflected in a series of
documents and resolutions since 1964, of which Resolution 197 (IX)
Integrated Approach to Rural Development (IRD) of 13 February 1969
is the most important. The famous African Regional
Conference!!/ on IRD, for the first time, pleaded in favour of
integration of sectoral activities for optimal impact and
improvement in the quality of rural life through series of
qualitative and quantitative changes. The United Nations Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) sponsored World Conference on
Agrarian Reform and Rural Development (WCARRD), 197914/, which
obtained global consensus in favour of rural development. It was
a culmination of Africafs pioneering efforts.

23. Based on the tragic experience of the early 1980s, the pivotal
role of agriculture and the rural sectors were widely reiterated.
Both Africa's Priority Programme for Economic Recovery (APPER)
1986-199015/ and the United Nations Programme of Action for
African Economic Recovery and Development (UN-PAAERD) 1986-
199016/ which are based on the Lagos Plan of Action for the
Economic Development of Africa 1980-200012/ accorded high
priority to agriculture and rural development in Africa. Beyond
Recovery: ECA - Revised Perspectives of Africa's Development (1988
- 2008) specifically and emphatically maintained, inter alia, the
need to develop the rural sector in Africa first "without which no
genuine development can be expected" .18./

24. Under the auspices of UN-PAAERD, the Khartoum Declaration:
Towards the Human-Focussed Approach to Socio-Economic Recovery and
Development in Africa, 1988, adopted resolutions, which were four

fold: (i) to incorporate the human factor in the recovery and
structural adjustment process; (ii) to pay special attention to the
vulnerable groups; (iii) to concentrate on the development and
utilization of manpower for the long term; and (iv) to accept and
identify the roles of regional, international and non-governmental
organizations in each, taking their part in the development

process, particularly in assisting the formulation and
implementation of self-reliant grass-root development programmes.

25. The non-availability of institutional credit in adequate

amount and at the right time to the people at the grass-roots who
are mostly small farmers explains the low productivity and poor
performance of agriculture in many African countries. The low
productivity of small farmers is reflected in the vicious circle of
"low income, low savings, low investment, low income". If this
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and- strengthening of rural financial
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SECTION IV

SUCCESSFUL RURAL CREDIT EXPERIENCES IN AFRICA AND

OTHER DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Introduction

29. Poverty has forced many rural people in Africa into a debt
trap where they remain for their life. institutional credit is
vital if they are to improve their living conditions. Yet, it
seldom reaches the poor because they lack acceptable collateral.
The lengthy time-consuming bureaucratic procedures of most
financial institutions often present serious obstacles to
prospective borrowers. African governments have long recognized
the importance of institutional credit to the development of the
rural areas. But, the recognition was not matched by adequate

concrete actions.

30. This section presents examples of some promising rural credit
schemes in Africa and other developing countries to illustrate how
the situation is gradually changing. Credit schemes, initiated by
community groups are helping the rural people to regain control
over their lives. Poor people are being freed from the
exploitation of money lenders and traders. Their economic
potential is being tapped by enabling them to initiate income-
generating activities. Effective credit schemes are slowly
improving the quality of rural people•s lives and of the
environment in which they live. Perhaps the most dramatic example
of the international impact of these initiatives is the role played
by the founder of Rural Bank, Bangladesh, in establishing small-
scale credit schemes for the urban poor in Chicago and Arkansas
(USA), the latter at the request of the Governor of the State.
"That the pioneer of a credit programme for the impoverished masses
of one of the poorest countries in the world should be advising on
establishing similar programmes in the metropolis of one of the
richest countries in the world, is really a paradox of

extraordinary proportions!^./".

Malawi

31. Efforts to introduce multi-purpose co-operatives in African
countries have met with very limited success and attempts are being
made to find simpler and more manageable "pre-co-operative"
structures that provide at least part of the services of classical
farmers1 co-operatives. One type of pre-co-operative organization
is that of group credit, which has been introduced in a number of

countries but with limited benefits. The case of Malawi presents

one of the few successful examples.
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32. Credit groups in Malawi h
and have an unpaid management ^hirt, k-»-^. *? ^^V members each
The administrative staff ,u',,ai it *eeps lending costs low.25/

provides leadership, a treasurer j& consists «>* a chairman who
secretary who maintains the records of "^f" trustw°rthiness and a
than enough volunteers to fill thlse ^.^?T«9rO1?- Tnere are rao«
are not fully employed on their 2n I?/' because the farmers
provide prestige, in7the wouplenlinannJl1'!1"98 and these P03^
credit repayment is usuaUv^ provided bv?^1-0^' ,^e security for
group members, if a default^^t y i16. 3°lnt liability of the
credit to the whole group sTuZ^'^.?8 to the lender,
corrected. This may cause the entirf ^5 ?ntU the default is
=,^^f;-=;-eeds aj^°- - - d--d - -rm
S thwtoMaiawi Gr-P CredItdSc°Lmen
lentil' into ab°rrow' Pav 10 per cen1
wc^usit into a common fund *-*»<- *« i j- » ~ ——■ wu«um, as a

institution for the group, ifhthere iff* ^ *"st by the credi?
aDdLU?oby dr9Wing °" the secur?ty 6fund "f---1-' ^ sh°rtfall is
apply for new credit as soon as the fund

P

the next 1™?
. To avoid such

, a sec^ity fund?
lo™ amount as a
t b

eSrof indivTdta^^roVs^ame^nT ^^ ^^' «»
smaller locations. Villlae arO,fnS ^. fea?lngly concentrated in
form credit groups. This itrlctuV. °T, exttnded flilies chose tS
loyalty from the membersbecause it avoS*^** 3 hig*er de9ree
co-operative societies with ^1*11^%™^ «

34. Group credit was first-

sssrx S3

impressive.^/ The project ;
°f years "

that

and simple; members are fSni nSS ?*' 0
default; group security against^deS L^p^vi^d by

is
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deposit which is refunded with interest at the full repayment of

the loan.

Ghana

36 Following the unsuccessful attempts by the Government to
persuade the traditional banking institutions to open branches in
the rural areas to provide financial services to the rural people,
the (Central) Bank of Ghana (BOG) introduced the rural banking
scheme in 1976. Rural Banks (RB) are private unit banks (without
branches or headquarters) which specialize in the mobilization of
savings and extension of credit to the rural people in the locality
in which the bank is situated.21/ Ownership, management and
operation of the banks are vested in the local people.

37. Rural Banks are organized in the form of joint stock
companies. Fifty per cent of the banks' paid-up capital is made up
of ordinary shares, and 50 per cent in the form of redeemable
preference shares taken up by the BOG. The ordinary shares, which
carry voting rights, are subscribed by the indigenous people. The
ownership of the bank is spread as widely as possible among the
local inhabitants by limiting the maximum amount of an individual s
share subscription. Since it is envisaged that RBs would be
eventually owned by the local people, BOG has over the years been
gradually divesting itself of its preferred stock by converting
them into ordinary shares which are sold to the local people.

38 The Board of Directors who are elected from among the share
holders entitled to vote, exercise the ordinary corporate powers of
a RB, conduct its business, hold monthly and annual general
meetings. Questions of policy, management and lawful appropriation
of funds to advance corporate interests are within the discretion
of the Board. By its very nature, a RB must be a rather small
unit. The organizational set-up of such a bank is, therefore, as
simple as possible to ensure that it is inexpensive and reasonably

easier to manage.

39. Loans are mostly granted to small borrowers who are members of
a group provided that in the event of default, they will be
severally and jointly liable for the loan repayment. RB extend
loans for agricultural, industrial and commercial purposes.
Personal loans are also granted for such purposes as health,
children's education and subsistence.

40 The concept of "Rural Banking" is catching on fast. The
performance of Rural Banks to date had been encouraging, both in
terms of increase in the number of banks, account holders and
qrowth of deposits. The number of banks has increased from four in

1977^8/ to 120 in 1989' with 40 more aPProved for °PeiHn9
29/ There are 195 agencies for 91 of the banks.30/ with
large catchment areas to serve the remote areas, thus bringing
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solidarity

its source.

Cameroon

's informal NGOs such as pisses P°P»la£;?*itieS are

institutions are
^3

s participation in the

networK.

The

47. Tontines are

the family, clan or
financial assistance.

ssaa--*^*
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Projects suc^ as S5^eo?U.toS
houses have been financed through them

^^nts^rconateial ^B^
groups to form their own savings
Solidarity Bank.lfi/ This Bank
management of ertern ^
assume r..p^iSTS
to donors and generaL

lmProvenient of

*««"**- and rigid

l* ^ V the peasant^ society called the
imP°rt™*- role in the
tivltiM A11

the

er a ^udy

B £ - "

with the

than individual savings efforts Thi'lJ'01'1^ *hrou9h ar°up, rather
is to assist groupsto accnl;,^he se?°nd phase of the programme
collateral to obtain f^u«»uj.ate savings which can h« ,,mh .«

Bangladesh

^tTproS ^LTL^LiV^ ln Ba"^a^h as an
the rural areas. 19/ SJitiallv suln, ^l'85 men and wolnen
commercial and nationalized^^ banks Pftlat P fU,ndS from solne
independent bank in 1983 a« »t p k transformed into an
25 per cent of the initial r>aid L «£rUary ^90' the Government haS
75 per cent being^ld1 by ttVbo^owt, n?^1,.^11 the raining
the bank has received funds froma number J * ?ank\ In addition,
as the international Fund fo? , ° external sources such
(IFAD).io/ *Und for Agricultural Development
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54.54. Me ^^l^.^i^%£^
ten such groups constitute . centre^ principal is repaid
modest in size are granted for one year a The banlc transactions are

in weekly installments °^?r^^P61^ t"he locality of the groups,
conducted at weekly ^ings held in the local Y^ t^

The loans are granted for a. "^ rangprocessing, handicraft,
activities such as trading'' ^|P°£g. f^ There are separate
cattle raising and simple ■""»«» iat?lr1iow accounting for two-
groups for men and women, with "^^"."S.n a rapid expansion
thirds of the total membership. Theresas d th/Bank had 295

in the banks' activities . As at ^e^rbo^rowers in over 5,000
branches in 13 districts coveringl2™'™^™^ us$41 million of

villages. The ^^^/^""went^to female members and had a
which 83 per cent of the loans wen^ v. has also

recovery rate of clostr^t° ,98anPdS^emergency- funds for its
established -group savings and ««9 miiiion as at December
borrowers. Group ^e"d^a^ea valVety of social programmes

^ &£$£&??££?£ * d ^ S°Ught tO
promote social reforms
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SECTION V

ORGANIZATION AND OPERATIONALIZATION OF
PILOT RURAL DEVELOPMENT CREDIT SCHEMES

Introduced

55. As has been discussed in the previous sections, specific

?«3?J * ?rouPS f?ist in manv African countries who need
institutional credit to broaden and strengthen their economic base.
The disadvantaged rural poor, consisting both men and women will
form the target group for the proposed rural credit scheme without
collateral. While the poor may be defined in various ways, it will
be essential for each country to be precise in the choice and
definition of an appropriate criteria for defining the target group
£Jh£?E *° avo*d c°nfusion in identifying rural people who need
priority attention. Some of these criteria are the use of the
income/asset criterion or the size of the farm holding. This
S««i?i- course, be determined according to the socio-economic
conditions in each country. In all cases, a baseline survey of the
socio-economic characteristics of the target population would have
to be undertaken to assess whether potentially a viable target
?°??.e^ ln the respective country and whether existing credit

%UV?%££? °r ^ °nGS Creatd f 1i
General Description

56. The proposed rural development credit scheme which will be
eventually managed by the rural people themselves has been designed
in a series of overlapping phases. The first will be to initiate
two or three pilot schemes in selected locations in each
participating country which can be effectively supervised and

coSld°thf; h»" th?.ba^ °f valuation of performance^ the scheme
could then be replicated at other locations in the country in the
1" subsequent overlapping phases. During the second phase,
some of the pilot credit schemes could be upgraded to full-fledged
autonomous rural banks with their own board of directors and

holdlrs?nt Sta"" The maj°r benefVaries will be ?he shari

Detailed

(a) Organization. Management and Funding

ahA,,!^"16 in-O(lptiO1 Of .the Scheme- * Scheme Co-ordinator (SC)
should be appointed who will be responsible for its establishment
and operation. since the commitment, skill and leadership
^h^o1SS °f 2", S-C and ^is freedom of initiative in setting up thl
scheme are vital ingredients for success, it is proposed that tht
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sc should be identified and appointed through consultations with
the people of the area where* he/she would work the concerned
governmental and non-governmental organizations and ,»«£"■!■^£
the central and commercial banks. SC would set in motion the
necessary establishment procedures for the conduct of the
preparatory surveys and supervising the commencement of that work.

58. Once the scheme becomes fully operational, the SC will be
responsible for training, the disbursement of funds to the pilot
credit units to be established, consolidation of accounts,
administration and maintenance of an effective management
indorsation system. He will also monitor the progress of the
schem^ and produce quarterly and annual progress reports.

59. Although the government will take initiative for introducing

SLSr ditSCSf°be'^T^£ Z&Z

bank, the commercial banks and the beneficiary participants While
such an institution will operate as a private entity, the
government wUl safeguard its interest through a financing
agreement between the government and the management entity.

60. The Government, the central bank, interested commercial banks,
and, where possible beneficiary participants should contribute to
the initial capital fund for starting the scheme. This could be
supplemented by funds from external sources to meet the incremental
credit needs of the loan recipients. Recognizing the innovative
Sure of the scheme and the need for financing flexibility in its
establishment, it is proposed that the first phase be financed from
qrantresources, and the second and subsequent phases financed
under the terms of a project loan. The detailed arrangements would
be determined by the recipient government and the external donor or

lending agency.

(b) Preparatory Surveys

61. Before the commencement of the credit scheme a base-line
survey should be undertaken in order to select the areas where the
pilotycredit schemes would be located. The basic guidelines in
selecting the survey areas should be the population density, the
arable land per capita, communication system, presence of a market
place and abranch of a commercial bank or any other financial
institution, once the areas are selected, basic information will
also be collected on the socio-economic characteristics of tne
tarqet population; such as: natural resources, family size, age
distribution, education, skills, occupation, employment
opportunities, nutritional levels, assets and liabilities, etc.
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S£ ^ur^y^sh°ul<i Preferably be undertaken with the assistance of
the staff to be recruited to work with the credit scheme. Their
involvement in the survey would increase their knowledge of the
areas and build up their experience and rapport with the taraet
groups. in conducting the base-line survey and in preparing the
survey report, assistance should be sought from local universities^
and/or other organizations suitable for the purpose such as a
centre for rural or social studies.

(°) Establishment of Rural Development Credit Units (RDCU)

62. Based on the survey reports two or three areas will be
selected for the establishment of the pilot credit schemes, to be
designated as Rural Development Credit Units (RDCU). Compatible
with sustaining staff incentives and enthusiasm, the units should
-J*-2J? °n a J*!tSt COst basis' si^e ultimately the cost
effectiveness of the scheme would depend on the effectiveness of
the credit units in building up their level of business without

wSnaV?OrefSi B*t1<Jf *^ *»»*«* ™«d., the satisfaction of
oKloSg 5?r a Cf?se knit and exPanding purposeful new organization
should add greatly to the incentives of staff recruits who would be

s^uatel y ^ locality ln which the credit unit would be

«2"4.KEaCh cr,edit unit. would be expected to reach a targeted number
Dfcfhe/Tal Population living in adjacent villages of the Zit.

The target number of group members for each unit will be determined
by the manager of the unit, his/her staff and the beneficiaries in
consultation with the SC. This would, of course depend on
£2K}??iOn ?enslties' existing infrastructure and socio^conomic
conditions in each country. For example, each unit worker could
service several groups (say 50) of the target population

(d) Formation of Target Groups

s•xssf
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savings or obtain loans.

(

„. The successful operation £ th. «->«: ££?
the training P^^*0^ Sit units and members of the
ordinator, ottioMm ot^» ™£f^"vational and organizational
target groups. To acquire the »ow - and to organize them

countries and he/she
the training approach and
training credit offleers.
first two or three unit m

to be

scheme staff may be locally trained.

££%* and followed for
se, he/she and his/her

d J required to participate
institutions in those

wfis sssa
necessary, so that the

e staff may
66. once the rural credit unit managers a»d the^^ff members
are selected they should £ *£»l™ tne target group members
rendering banking and other service financial and other

maintaining accounts and P"££1ftt«n.iv. training both at
reports/records. This woulcl «quir tQ undertake their

the village and the classroom l\ve\J£nDing, staff should be given

of the credit scheme and £* ^^^^7meetings to __
the credit unit will be Present at y members how to complete
the scheme's rules andprocedure3, obligations of members will be
documentation. In the *e*^ thev are thoroughly understood. At
repeated to them to ensu.rf t***^ ^p members have to pass a
the end of the observation V^od. <group ^ eligibility

"test" before they rtar^hfsan^s^Tembers must satisfy credit
for loans. During this ^^seriousness and understanding of
officials of their integrW *" f the scheme for delivery and

recovery of loans.
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Credit

^iiST^S»f*/illg the loan PurP°se and amount
would be made by the group member himself/herself;

(ii) No collateral would be required to obtain a loan;

(iv)

(v)

*h«««»--i«l"* •-.-, ~J of the 9rouP (selected among
themselves) will be granted loans and others will be
asked to monitor their performance, other members shall
be warned that if the first batch of loanees faiflo make
X^iL^th ■ariropa.3wnt.s' the remaining members would
JS!1^^^^xt- ™ • woul<* P^ loanees under

^ to ftonour their repayment obligations

mv *• 1?a?s are rePaid' the other borrowers can
uhfln .. The "Cirst loanees would again qualify for a loan
when they have repaid their previous loans and the
process will continue with the other group members;

Each loan request will be considered and approved within
the group and would need to be scrutinized and forwarded

ui . cret*1t official. Discussions will be conducted in
public so that exaggeration, misinformation, wilful
suppression of facts can be minimized. wilful

The rural development credit unit manager after
^^iniZing and assessing individual loan proposals
™^tP™P?™ * co^Ql\^^ U.t of applicants and '

ana would forward this to the Scheme

(vi) The SC would finally scrutinize the proposal, approve the

ThrresanonslbSirrSe ^ X°anS through ^he ^edit units
be delegated to the credit unit managers/"8 ursement mav

(vii) Loan utilization would be strictly supervised bv the
group members, the centre chief and the credit officials?

(viii) Loan repayments would be determined according to the

flexible so that borrowers can repay moneT in^sna??
amount. The borrower will also be e^ected^to repay a
certain percentage of his interest liability into a Grouo
insurance Fund All property/materials purchased with

be regarded ***■ ~" ■*— - - • -

is paid in
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r-sssurs
by th. contribution of group ...Mr..

Group Saving** 7Wd (GSF1

which will be deposited in the GSF account

lent out at any one time).

(h) group Insurance Fund (GIF),

(i) itaring, Reporting »»^ Fvaluation
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5 i S;i2g system a?d undertake internal and external evaluation.
Each RDCU manager will submit a monthly progress report to the sc
for information and necessary action. The report will contain
information on progress in group formation, group and centre
«?«JJ ^SS- f?tlVi,tles and Problems of the rural credit unit and
f«2 ■ dlsclPlln?' loan. disbursements and repayments, group savings
«»l^nSUranCe fUn? situatio"S, etc. He will also prepare and
submit an annual plan of his unit for the following year including
an estimated expenditure and income of the unit. g

ll\Jhe S.<Iwm fae responsible for monitoring the RDCUs. Based
Unit rfP°^S: he, wil1 PrePare and circulate consolidated

££y reP°urt W^1Ch Wil1 contain d«ta on the number of group
5?2L'i e^ % ce"tres' ^rrowers and villages covered, amount
disbursement from loan and group insurance funds, etc. The SC

will also prepare and circulate an annual report highlighting the
scheme's activities, income and expenditures. He will hold review
Suiatl^Sr^h/**;* aVhe YUlage level* He should also take1*1 t~~ H the external evaluation of the scheme at the end of
the second year and the fifth year at which points the introduction

a eas win b™^ ''1^?PUCatiOn °f the Scheme in *S«areas will be respectively determined. One of the existino
research institutions in the country which has been involved with

.r^f10" ?f SmfU farMer Credlt schemes «*/<»: integrated
2i««V!i??Tt P.r.o^ect(s could undertake the evaluations poLibly
close collaboration with the appropriate university faculty
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SECTION VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

74 The report brings to the focus that,

African economies being rural and %*™n £££{£;, ~tti. existing
and other disadvantaged segments °*o£l^ol££al poor. Attempts

financial i^st^u^°n^aACthrouah policy directives by governments
have been «<* inth. g^^^t banks7 and other institutional
and central banks, to reairei-u rural poor. However, these

efforts twardiirtwdwi^ impact. The banks have been
attempts did not have x:ne o»»* *. rural people and have

credit.

attempts to

cumulated through their branches in
as credit base for financing urban
the rural poor thus remain unsolved.

w.—~r - ^ .. flrtn.foMi an(j therefore cannot be

They are poor, cannot Pr°vl«J5^1™* vicious circle, the rural
providedwith ™*t?\J; tlvovwent which involves purchases

than their limited income.
g

76. Various lending schemes have ^ ^d in se^ra^ African
countries to overcome the problem• ^ ^avebeen able to provide

'SiS^STZ sust^ners^tions to the problems associated
with rural poverty and low productivity.

77. Thus for their own ^^-i/^^X^.^
expansion of ^^^°^rl^t^n!nra ^t be provided with
scale farmers and other ^ural entrepren , economic

packages makingf available ^^ o^rf^S for,al financial
iddence flexibility ana expup fiil
packages makingf availab ^^ o^rf^ for,al financial
independence, flexibility ana expup creation of financial

services. This could be done n^°ughan=re^°Siishment of a
infrastructure suited to ^*J:rQ_neoefaSth*nrUral poor themselves,

Sf^..f^^i^P^l^1St°LtK^.l partners in rural
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lu^J^n^^^^^^^^f031. *«>tor. essential

stage; P°°r at least at the initial

??*%£££?„??"* ^f1^11 specifically for them,
i.e. delivery of loans in a way that the Door caA
participate and benefit; P can

(a) no collateral requirement;
(b) delivering the credit directly to the poor right at

SSJVSSSLShomes to reach the ?

^iiS^ no

l3"8feasible3"8 a"d ^^ instalments f°^ repayments (where

vi) Compulsory saving;

vii) Group insurance schemes against death and disability;

x) Open conduct of business and

l> deve?opmentP°11Oy framework supportive of rural

following recommendations, viz.,

Recommendation
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in the banking community, in the rural community and the society at
large.

81. The legal ^ ^^ lttf-=ft,oridsi,e

reviewed and possibly modif*«* "V*"™ serviCes to the rural poor
to provide innovative rural *^^n£™« On collateral, the

2223
3:

82. There is ^^

pr^r^^^
business in a sound manner-and ™*j£la*Z™*qshould be such that
the expense of the rural poor. ^9^a«^n the interest of the
banks have no f^61"^^^6^^^ out of the market. Strong

or to suffer bexng drl7en ° ii motivate
banks have no f^^^^^^ out of the market. Sg
customers or to suffer bexng drl7en ° final anaiysis, motivate
pressure to avoid l°«se. wiU, ^a towards the profit potential
h^ll^^r^^^tr.ro^i^ approach to the spec.f xc
aspects of rural finance.

4:

S3. A spirit of
an

p

encouraged. Co

srffi
should be encouraged

.4. As promoters of rural banking ^^J^^
should actively support the social compon bankers, Knowledge

personnel, managers "^J^^^aiEw. this is currently not as
is, of course, very «£«*»»*• i^tati'on, as an understanding of
lacking in the rural financial insutut an ability to

the customers' habits and way^ of thinking, ^^^ ete

operate in and with the .o ear^ „ among the personnel of
measures should be taken to sp" stronger social
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designed for officials of ministries and NGOs concerned with rural
development.

Recommendation 6:

85. The member States should clarify the roles of the different
bodies promoting, supporting and supervising rural credit schemes.
The roles of the different organizations have to be spelled out
clearly, the organizations have to be endowed with sufficient
resources. A separation of promotional function from supervisory

function is advisable. Both functions should be organized with a
greater regional decentralization than at present. The present
allocation of personnel and other resources should not be a binding
constraint. Both effective support and strict supervision of rural
credit schemes are vital for their proper functioning and should be
given more weight than administrative obstacles.

Recommendation 7:

86. To facilitate Africa's recovery and self-reliant development,
a regional programme for initiating pilot rural credit schemes
without collateral in selected countries is needed. It is
recommended that ECA may be given the mandate of member States to
obtain funding from donor agencies to execute the project for
"Strengthening Financial Institutions of Rural Africa and Provision
of Credit for Agricultural and Other Income-Generating Activities
in Selected Countries".
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